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Looking for a quick picker- upper? Try starting each meeting by playing music as people join the call! This will help alleiviate awkward silences and set a positive tone for the rest of the meeting.



Online Games to try!

Bingo
https://myfreebing
ocards.com/virtual

-bingo

Charades 
http://www.playcharades.net/

Auto Draw 
https://www.aut
odraw.com/

Psych!
https://apps.apple.
com/us/app/psych
-outwit-your-friend

s/id1005765746

Deck of Cards 
https://playingcards.io/

Skribbl.io
https://www.aut

odraw.com/



Interactive 
Activities.



Dorm Cooking 

1. Provide your members with a short 
list of ingredients to get before the 
next meeting.

2. Walk through how to make your dish 
step by step over zoom, similar to a 
cooking show! 

3. After, allow everyone to enjoy their 
dish as you finish off the meeting.  

● Desserts Ideas: 
https://spoonuniversity.com/life
style/8-desserts-you-can-make-
with-just-a-dorm-microwave  

● Try connecting the dish to your 
organization! Think of creative 
names to tie the recipeie to your 
meeting goals. 

3 Simple 
Steps

Picking out 
a recipe!



Scavanger Hunt
Make members of your organization run around 
their dorm looking for objects to display to you, 
the last few to do so each round are out.

- Come up with a list of items to find before the meeting. - Make each round progressivley harder.- Consider putting up a prize to encourgage empassioned participation!

Start your meeting with this 
activity to promote members 
having their cameras on!



I-Spy: In order to participate all players must 
have their cameras on! An individual will spot 

something visible to everyone on the call, players 
may take turns guessing what it is. 

Need help encouraging members to 
keep their cameras on? Start your 
meeting with I-Spy!



Due to covid many museums and 
National parks have resorted to 

virtual tours. Your org may be able 
to take advantage of this and do a 

screen share virtual tour together!

Virtual Tours! 
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Avoid “yes or no” 
questions, this will 
limit how members 
interact and 
respond virtually.

Utalize presentations 
and visuals. Share 
these with members 
after the meeting. 

Don’t forget to 
incorperate Zoom 
polls into your 
meeting. 

Assign a clear task 
when utilizing 
breakout rooms to 
prevent awkward 
silences and confusion. 

Make meeting notes 
avalible to 
individuals unable to 
attend the meeting 
synchronously!
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Quick ZOOM Tips! 

For collaborative 
thinking enable the 
white board 
feature!
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Icebreakers.



1. If you could have a super power what would it be? 
2. What is your biggest personal goal? 
3. Whats the best TV show you’re watching currently? 
4. What was your first concert? 
5. What is the most intresting place you’ve visited? 
6. What an irrational fear of yours? 
7. What is something you have done with your extra time while quarantined? 
8. What is your favorite word and why? 
9. If you could be any animal what would it be? 

10. Favorite junk food? 
11. What is an intresting fact you’ve learned recently? 

12. Name a fun fact about yourself. 
13. Who is your favorite celebrity? 
14. What is your favorite fast food place? 
15. What is your least favorite color? 

Quick Icebreaker Questions 



Show an object from your 

room with the group and 

explain why it is meaningful to 
you. 

Share an Object
Create a collaborative map in Google Maps. Ask everyone to drop a pin on where they are from and share a fact about their home town. 

Build a Group Map

Icebreaker Games



Share 2 things about yourself 

an one lie, have the group 
guess the lie. 

Two Truths and Lie There can be many varitations to this activity to which members share a specific photo with the group and explain it. Example: Share your most recent photo.

Share a Photo 

Icebreaker Games



Thanks! Thank you for taking the time to better yourself and your student organization! For updates follow @umcoso on Instagram.

Questions? Email us at 
coso_involvement@miami.edu


